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Who and Where 
我们的简介
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Who and WhereAs you know, my name is Dave King. I am department head and professor in Agricultural and Extension Communications at Oregon State University.  I share with you a life focused on helping teach and train farmers and rural residents. I am here with my colleague, Dr. Jeanne Gleason, professor and director of Media Productions from New Mexico State University. 
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ADECAmerican Distance Education ConsortiumWe are here representing our individual universities, but also we represent the American Distance Education Consortium known as ADEC. Our consortium is made up of approximately 60 additional universities and colleges similar to ours.  Overall our goals are to improve distance education and technology access for learners in our country and around the world.  The distance between your teaching and learning organization and ours is growing smaller and smaller as the technology we will talk about today becomes available to the learners we serve.   



Teach People 
教导人们
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Teach PeopleIn many ways the goals of our educational efforts are similar to yours.  Our departments are responsible for the educational tools and materials that help teach people about farming and ranching, natural resources management and preservation, and family and home issues, such as food preservation and special programs for young people.
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Teach People 2  We also specialize in leadership training and support programs.   Many of our educational programs are workshops that help people do things, rather than typical university courses that provide credit towards graduation. We are in the process of developing a new division of Outreach and Engagement at Oregon State University which will provide seamless access for learners and students from the workshop-type educational programs to online credit courses that lead to a bachelors and graduate degrees. 



Teach People 
教导人们
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Teach People 3At Oregon State University we have more than 600 teaching faculty who provide face-to-face and video conference workshops as well as some online learning modules available over the Internet to people who need to know more about:How to effectively farm crops and livestock How to provide leadership in their communitiesHow to help young people understand the world How to help older people life longer, more fulfilling lives with their familiesAt New Mexico State University and our other member universities in ADEC, we all have similar groups of teaching faculty with a similar focus on rural residents and farmers.  All these educational opportunities are developed using the vast knowledge-base found in the faculty of our universities.     



Teaching and Learning is Changing 
教学与学习是不断改变
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Teaching and Learning is ChangingHowever, we all are finding that the process of teaching and learning is changing to a greater extent and more rapidly than it has changed in any other time period in history.  Changes in learning systems and learning environments have occurred relatively slowly over the last 300 years. The way people learn has for centuries been based on individual learning relationships between a teacher and a student.  For many years this has been an elder, expert teaching a younger learner. Over the decades this has evolved to mega-institution universities and colleges with thousands of learners divided into classes of hundreds of students listening at the same time to one teacher.   
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Teaching and Learning 2Now learning technologies, communication network connections and the Internet are setting the stage for rapid shift that will help large groups of learners begin to engage the experts and expertise in ways that are more similar to the individual learner-teacher relationship that were more common place 300 years ago. Today, we will explore with you:Learning technology that drives this changeImpact on learners and learningImpact on learning organizations and their teachersWhat’s next?



Information Technology 
信息技术
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Information TechnologyBefore we start, let’s take a look at the spectrum of information technology that we as teachers have available.  This list, which focuses on the rapid advance of information technologies, comes from Harvard University, in Boston.   It is designed to help us all find a path through this new landscape.  The technologies can be broken down into the following four segments:Devices—cell phones, High Definition televisions, portable digital assistants, iPods and MP3 playersApplications—word processors, intelligent tutor systems, educational simulationsMedia—shared virtual environments, interactive television, World Wide WebInfrastructure—Internet, telephone system, cable and broadcast television, cyberspaceThese four types of technology can be applied separately or together. Some technologists say the more technology that we use in our teaching efforts he more effective people will learn.  This may be true, in part. However, technology is only a tool for teaching. Most important is to understand to whom you are trying to teach and what they need and want.
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学习层次
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Hierarchy of LearningIn addition, the use of learning technology influences how much control the teacher has over the flow of information in the teaching process.  There is a new hierarchy of learning, caused by technology use that moves from traditional face-to-face, in which the teacher has virtually total control over the flow of content, to fully asynchronous online learning environments where learners control what and where they learn. In addition at the fully integrated technology learning environment, the learners begin to help teach each other, further shifting the teachers’ control over the flow of information in the learning process.  The hierarchy looks like this:Face-to-face—where teachers lecture and students listen, take notes, and are tested on learned expertise using tests that are graded to ascertain student learning success.Publications—printed lessons that can be read, assuming the learner can read, and is similar to the lecture process with possible tests to judge student learning success. 
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Hierarchy of Learning (continued)Recorded Audio and Video—provides access to people who can’t read, but also offers visual depiction of processes that need to be learned.  Broadcast Audio and Video—real-time synchronous or same time delivery of material that offers access to people who can’t read as well as visual depiction of the processes that need to be learned.  Allows for delivery of more current information and learning opportunities.  Interactive Audio and Video—where teacher and learner have the opportunity to exchange ideas and questions in synchronous real time. World Wide Web-based Interactive Learning Environments—requires access to a relatively fast Internet connection, and offers a place where students have multiple tools and communication options in order to access information and learning opportunities. Here students begin to exercise some control over what they want and when they want it.  Mobile Devices – usually this can be updated from the Internet, but which allow learners to carry the learning environment with them for use any place, and at any time.  These devices, such as cell phones, portable digital assistants, and iPods, can provide video, audio, text and learning applications.  



Blended Technology with 
Face-to-Face 

混合技术与面对面
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Blended Technology with Face-to-FaceAs we discuss learning systems today, it will be valuable to remember and understand that to be effective teachers we will use a blended approach that creates the most effective combination of both technology and ways students will use it to give the greatest chance for successful teaching and learning. 



Future is Today
 未來就在眼前
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Future is TodayIt is easy to say that the new technology-driven learning environment may be far in the future for some of us.  However, as we look at the factors above and see how many already influence our professional lives, we see that we are already using many of them in our everyday lives. Just watch teenagers use text messages and see even street sweepers with cell phones, and you can see people exchanging information every day.   The future is here already, but—as one of my colleagues is fond of saying—it is just unevenly distributed. Obviously, as more of the learners we are trying to reach gain access to the Internet, we will be expected to develop new and much more interactive learning modules. If we assume we will not need to adjust our teaching techniques until all of our students have Internet access, those learners who already have robust World Wide Web access will move on without us to other sources of learning opportunities that DO provide the new technology driven interactive workshops and learning modules.  However, as we will show by the end of our discussion today, incorporating these new teaching technologies and styles even in the workshops and learning opportunities that are held in ways and places that don’t yet have Internet access will still improve your potential for success and make your programs more competitive with other providers when Internet access becomes more widely available.
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 学习技术
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Learning TechnologiesTo start, let’s talk about the learning technologies that have a significant direct impact on our ability to be successful as teachers.  These include: Content Management Course ManagementLearning Management These three methods of structuring and managing learning sites and course materials are primarily used in Web-based Internet learning sites, but they all can also be of significant value in development of learning modules that are available in kiosk-style access points as well as in workshops that can be captured for distribution via VCD, data CDs and satellite.  From top to bottom of this list each type of system offer more and more specific and granular ability to manage and great learning modules and information.  1) Let’s look at Content Management Systems first.According to Jennifer Kyrinin, a US World Wide Web expert, because information can made available using technology it can also be controlled by many people at the same time. Because of that she breaks Content Management Systems into as many as four specific and related functions:



内容管理
 Content Management

 Data Management  
数据管理
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Content ManagementData ManagementThe primary function of Content Management Systems is to allow individuals to globally manage information and content including digital words, pictures, audio, animations, database information and other digital objects. This provides value for both central learning site managers and individuals like teachers responsible for specific expertise that can be made available. 



内容管理
 Content Management

 Personalization  
个性化
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Content ManagementPersonalizationOnce your learning modules are put into the Content Management System, the learners come to your learning access site and assemble custom structured information and learning opportunities they need at that time. This is because the module structure is separated from the content - so the content can be delivered exactly as your learners need it.
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 Content Control  
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Content ManagementContent ControlLearning Site Life-Cycle ManagementContent Management Systems allow central content managers to approve and validate content before it is made available on the Web or kiosk site. This includes controlling the time and place information and learning opportunities are available on these learning sites.
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模板
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Content ManagementTemplatesWeb and Learning Site TemplatesIn organizations that may have multiple Web or learning sites, Web pages and learning modules at these sites can be created from templates. This allows your experts and teachers who are responsible for contributing to the learning sites to concentrate on developing the information and learning modules that teach what learners need. Then when they are ready to post learning modules to the site, the content will display with the standardized and recognizable logo and central message of your site.
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 Content Management

http://drupal.org/
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Content ManagementDrupalContent Management Systems basically allow the teachers to do what they do best—develop learning modules that help people learn. They help learners assemble a version of what they need at your site that does what they need when they need it. And they help central learning site managers focus on the technical side of keeping the site operational.  Each has a chance to do what they need and are best suited to accomplish. Dozens of Content Management Systems are available.  Some cost more than $15,000 USD. Others are developed under the worldwide open source software development systems and are available at no initial or annual cost.  An example of an effective and popular open source system is Drupal.  It provides the opportunity to centrally control content at multiple learning sites as well as allowing individual teachers the ability to develop and control specialized learning content at individual sites. http://drupal.org/   
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Course ManagementBlackBoard2) Next let’s look at Course Management Systems.  These differ from Content Management in that they focus more specific structure of a course or set of learning modules.  Examples of Course Management Systems include Blackboard, a commercial system that has recently purchased and incorporated another commercial system, WebCT. Others include open source Course Management Systems such as Moodle and Sakai.http://www.blackboard.com http://moodle.org/http://sakaiproject.org/A Course Management System is where the technology begins to rapidly force the evolution of teaching and learning.  Course Management Systems provide structure for the point at which the learner and teacher interact.  This includes registering for the workshop or class, posting and accessing the learning modules of the workshop, testing the learner’s progress in a class, providing individual feedback from teachers to learners, as well as from learners back to experts and teachers.
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课程管理
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Course Management -- MoodleA Course Management System begins to influence the evolution of the learning process when the system is built—such as the open source Moodle Course Management System—with specific pedagogical or teaching principles in mind.  As an example, Moodle promotes a philosophy of learning—Social Constructivism—that is based on the concept that when a learning environment is built and developed by the learners themselves, the system will be more a more effective teaching site, and also more effective in helping learners understand and use the information in the courses and learning modules.  The learners get what they want when they want it and in a way they can use it, whether it is text-oriented for people who can and prefer to read, or in video or audio when the material is better presented in those media.  As the Moodle developers say themselves: “Moodle as a Course Management System helps teachers to focus on the experiences that would be best for learning from the learner's point of view, rather than just publishing and assessing the information you think they need to know. It can also help teachers realize how each participant in a course can be a teacher as well as a learner. The job of being a 'teacher' can change from being 'the source of knowledge' to being an influencer and role model of class culture, connecting with students in a personal way that addresses their own learning needs, and moderating discussions and activities in a way that collectively leads students towards the learning goals of the class.”Obviously Moodle doesn't create this interactive behavior, but as a Course Management System it provides a structure and model that directly supports the rapid changes in learning methods. 
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Course Management SakaiAnother similar open source Course Management Systems to consider is Sakai, a System initiated by four major US universities. The Sakai community is now an international alliance of universities, colleges and commercial affiliates. Sakai is a set of software tools designed to help instructors, researchers and students create Websites and other learning sites. For coursework, Sakai enhances teaching, learning and collaborative workspace. Their promotion information says Sakai has tools to help organize communication and collaborative work “on campus and around the world.” 
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Learning Management3) Learning Management Systems do not differ much from either the Content Management System or the Course management System, except those who have chosen to call their systems Learning Management System have actively chosen to emphasize the involvement of the learner in the process. Within a Learning Content Management System the focus is on learning content. It gives teachers, instructional designers, and subject matter experts the ability to create and re-use learning objects and learning modules more efficiently. 



Learning Modules and Objects
 学习單元与课题
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Learning Modules and ObjectsIn order to provide learners the ability to individually customize their own learning opportunities and learning environment, teachers using Learning Content Management Systems create reusable content pieces or learning objects and make them available to other teachers and content experts throughout the organization. This eliminates duplicate development efforts and allows for the learners to come to the Web or learning site and rapidly assemble customized content.



Learning Modules and Objects
 学习單元与课题
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Learning Modules and ObjectsMerlotAt the center of an effective Learning Content Management System is the development and access to Learning Modules and Learning Objects.  You might ask what are these and where can I find them?  One good location to start is Merlot, a peer-reviewed learning module repository. Faculty members from colleges and universities around the world submit learning modules for review by a set of experts in their disciplines. Merlot provides access to these modules   for others to use at their on-line repository site. http://www.merlot.org/merlot/index.htm 
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Learning Will ChangeNow let me turn to Dr. Gleason for some discussion of how learning will change.What does this tell us about how learning will change in the near future, and perhaps as important, what other questions must we answer to be successful as teachers?  First, we see that the technology is changing the learners’ expectations from how and where they learn.  Learners see that the technology allows them to interact with other learners, to actually customize their learning space to do what they think they need, and to in essence, get what they want when they want—the fundamental expectation of people who use the Internet.  Experts still debate whether or not this influence by the learner on the process of teaching and learning actually improves the overall process of making sure each learner can accomplish a given task or understand an idea.  However, the fundamental structure of Web-based learning environments is built on “learner control.” 



Learner Control
 学习者的控制
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Learner ControlAnd learners like it. Whether WE, the teachers and educational managers like it or not, the new technology-based learning environment will be driven by what the learner thinks they want and need.  Our role as teachers is shifting from telling learners what they need to know to helping learners understand what they need and then providing them with the environment in which they learn the best.   If this is the world our learners expect us to build for them, it is important we know who these new learners are. What does this new community of learners look like and how do we engage them?  We need to know what to expect from learners who are influenced in their expectations of us by the functional capabilities of the Web-based learning environment. 
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 学习者的社区
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Learner CommunitiesMany of the learners we are serving currently live in communities, such as villages and towns.  These can be called Communities of Place, because they are established and maintained by the residents’ interest and involvement in the place they live. One thing the learning technology we are discussing today offers is the opportunity to establish Communities of Practice, virtual places that let people connect and learn from each other even though they don’t physically live next to each other.  According to Etienne Wegner, expert on social learning systems, Communities of Practice are “groups of people who share a concern or a passion for something they do and learn how to do it better as they interact regularly.”



Learner Communities
 学习者的社区
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Learner Communities 2Our target audience of farmers and rural residents fits this definition well. Many live the places they do because they share a passion and interest for what they do with their neighbors.  Our learner audiences—farmers and rural residents—need how-to types of information and expertise to learn the ideas and concepts they need to know to be successful.  New interactive learning environments provide this kind of learning that has supported farming and rural life for centuries.  It’s the kind of learning that is based on experts with life experience showing protégés or younger apprentices how to do what the experts have done all their lives.  
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领导
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LeadershipAccording to Wegner and others, our role in leading the learning process in these virtual Communities of Practice is very important.  Because they are not physically next to each other, people in most successful Communities of Practice require a master or leader to help promote learning, provide information, and establish trust. Trust is a significant issue in the success of a learning community of practice.  Our blended approach in the use of learning technologies inherently helps establish trust.  An example is the combination of face-to-face workshops that can be followed by satellite and on-line video conferences using existing and available technology and learning sites.  Students say they trust people more when they’ve seen and talked to them.  After that introduction and exchange, they find that video conferences work well to continue to provide opportunities for learning.Now, back to Dave as he talks about the culture of learning.  
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Culture of LearningAs we help develop and lead these virtual Communities of Practice, we also need to understand the culture of learning that drives them.     Chris Dede of Harvard University has tried to describe the culture of learning that is part of the new technology-driven learning community. It offers a glimpse of what we will be dealing with as our learners become empowered by the technology we provide them in the new virtual communities we help create.  He says this will be a learning culture in which everyone—teachers and learners alike—are involved in a collective effort of understanding.  They will share and develop resources, experiences, tools and even descriptive stories of success.  The process will create a close connection between learning and doing.  It will include both informal and formal research and idea sharing.  The new learning environment takes some control away from the traditional teaching role.  I have heard it is very different from the traditional Chinese classroom in which the teacher may announce a fact to the students, and then the student repeat it in unison until it is memorized.  This technique is far less effective outside the classroom where learning occurs more naturally through community discussions and learning from experience.  Given this, imagine how valuable these new educational techniques could be in teaching and learning for farmers and rural residents.  
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Distributed Learning CommunityAs Professor Dede says, this distributed learning community—that is created by new learning technology—is made up of some factors that clearly help us in our work with farmers and rural residents.  Among those factors:The existing skills and interests of the rural learners who now help structure the learning environment across geographic boundaries—we can create and capture learning information in one geographic location and share with others who can use it, but are not close by as they might be in a village and town.  
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Distributed Learning Community 2The asynchronous nature of the Web—meaning that the learning doesn’t have to happen at the time the teacher is available—makes the educational material available when it is convenient to the learner, and because they can take more time if needed they are likely get deeper understanding.  Many of our rural and farming learners have to spend a great deal of their time each day doing what is needed just to survive. Being able to adjust the time they focus on learning modules is critical to their success as learners. 
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Distributed Learning Community 3When the learning process does require some kind of synchronous interaction—which in a blended process will occur—the social understanding and connections among people at greater distances is intensified. When the learning tools we use to link people create social networks, these connections become very strong because they are based on shared experiences and ideas.  These are not singular relationships as they were with teacher/student relationships. They are network-based relations in which we as teachers play a role of facilitator and provider of expertise.  And the last point Professor Dede makes from his Harvard think tank is this.  Distributed learning environment means a broader range of people engage in the learning process and interaction.  Again, in our efforts to help improve the lives of farmers and rural residents, we need to bring in the broad range of ideas from the vast numbers of people in our target audience to help create stronger social—almost family-like—networks among the learners.  So how do these ideas and tools apply to the blended learning environment that is the reality of how we all teach and our rural residents and farmers learn?  
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 网络使用
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Internet AccessObviously there are issues of access to the Internet.  Both in China and in the United States, we face similar concerns about limited Internet access in rural areas. Yet the learners in these areas are beginning to expect to be more and more in control of the structure of the information we make available to teach them.So how do we effectively use the types of learning tools we’ve talked about that work best on the World Wide Web when some, if not many of our learners have limited access to the Internet?  
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Interactive TechnologyOne way is to build learning modules that take full advantage of the interactive technologies and make them available in those areas where Internet access is better than other sites. Then during those workshops and when others connect to your on-line learning modules you can capture—typically on video—the learning event or process.  This will allow you to deliver a version of the full interactive learning activities in areas that only have satellite or VCD access.  
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Interactive Technology 2We can further expand this new knowledge by using mobile devices learners already own, such as cell phones and even MPs players or iPods.  As rural residents, especially young people buy these popular devices, we much have rich learning resources available to them to learn at the same time they are entertained.  Typically, there are a few critical questions or ideas that need to be asked in the interactive environment. These can be asked in the interactive events and then when captured for distribution, made available to others.  
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Interactive Technology 3Use of Information Kiosks also allows locally controlled learning modules to be used by the learner.  Learning modules developed by faculty centrally—and available on the Internet in some sites—can be loaded locally to kiosks hard drives that allow more interactivity to the farmer and resident who can access it in his village or locality.  Kiosks and locally available computer terminals can be loaded with the type of Content Management Systems that allow local users the control and they will very soon, require.  These learning modules can also be loaded onto mobile devices and carried by the learners as they bike, work in the fields or do household chores.  
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Conclusion In conclusion, we find the technology and software such as Content and Course Management Systems and Learning Modules available through the Internet and on mobile devices are changing not only how we teach, but also how our learners expect us to teach. Our learners are assembling themselves into virtual learning communities that are similar to their towns and villages, in that they offer the opportunity to learn from “local” experts but don’t require them to be physical neighbors.  This technology is available now but not evenly distributed among our learners. However, our learners are rapidly expecting to have access to learning modules and learning environments that provide them exactly what they want and need when they want and need it.  As educators and leaders in these new communities of practice our problem is that the learners want access to these types of learning opportunities well before many of them have access to the Internet technology that seems necessary to provide them what they want. While we continue to work on ways of expanding Internet access, we have shown opportunities to implement the changes the Content and Learning Management Systems offer us. Then we can be prepared to move ahead more rapidly when Internet access is more readily available. 
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Conclusion 2We are excited about the opportunities to work cooperatively with groups from our universities and ADEC and in China to explore the development and implementation of these new learning opportunities.  Together, let’s explore how these learning opportunities and technologies can best be used to make the lives of learners everywhere, even in our rural and village communities have better lives in their own local communities without needing to move to a large city. Let me thank the Central Agricultural and Broadcasting School and all of the regional and local schools for the opportunity to talk with you today.  And I’d like to especially thanks Mr. Zeng, Ms. Guo, for hosting this lecture session today and Ms. Li for all her effort in putting this training together.  Thank you.
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